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Except for his much older sister Aline, Nils had no special com-
rade, no sponsor. Exceptionally intelligent and ambitious, he was
acutely sensitive to his brothers' jeers at him for being a sissy and
a stupe if he undertook to be extra helpful and loving with Iris
mother. He cringed from their derisive comments on the occasions
he earned high marks at school. In his early boyhood he learned to
repress his inner feelings rigidly, to keep his mouth shut about his
private triumphs, disappointments, inner thoughts. He became a
lone wolf, a man's man, a typical dyed-in-the-wool bachelor.
Patsy had no conception of the kind of man she was marrying.
Dazzled by Nils's good looks and his intelligence, obvious despite
his lack of formal education, she yielded to romantic imaginings.
Unrealistically, she pictured her reserved, quiet fianc£ as quickly
making the necessary personality changes and assuming an impor-
tant role in her gregarious, noisy, emotional family.
Nils balked. He was accustomed to writing off generosity as a
sign of weakness; undue exuberance made him uneasy; he was very
likely to interpret an impulsive compliment as calculated flattery.
As a general rule he reacted to other people with mistrust. Occa-
sionally, however, his deeply buried natural warmth would burst
through, and he then attempted to buy a friend by a favor or with
a money loan. This maneuver is common among young children
who say, in effect, to another child, "I will lend you this toy and
then you will have to like me." When Nils's friendship-buying at-
tempts proved abortive, he decided that he and Patsy could dis-
pense with neighborly social friendships.
After ten years of marriage Nils remained, essentially, a bachelor.
He was leading what amounted to a bachelor existence. His mar-
riage and home were distinctly secondary with him. When he mar-
ried, he had no memories of warm, congenial family life on which
to draw. Long practiced in repressing affection to avoid the sting
of mockery, he was inclined to be standoffish and wary of affection
expressed by others. Only with his small son, too young to repre-
sent a threat, was Nils able to be relaxed and warm, to be—himself.
To him marriage was an institution designed to provide a man

